
Rolling The Stone 

 

Sisyphus, his gob stopped with sobbing, 

measuring eternity in bile, labour and tears, 

cursing the curse that cursed him. 

  

Planets faltered as he bent toward his task. 

Stars came and went. Gods died a good death. 

And still he persisted, determined and damned. 

Rolling the stone of the sun, the stone of the sea. 

  

Sisyphus, who once ran with the world 

with craft and guile, the afterlife 

a perpetual hollow, death’s futile brawl 

an insult to flesh and industry. 

Yet the gods depart and he is immortal. 

  

The Lost Years 

 

In and around myself, gone adrift, 

AWOL to social norms and mores… 

I was perfecting human error, if asked, 

the little rebel without a get-out clause, 

the born loser bearing loss and the cost of it. 

  

Last millennia, at the turn of the century, 

and still the memory welts and weals. 

A fog defined by lack of definition. 

A blur from living with both eyes smashed. 

Lunatic-saint baptized a hero-victim. 

  

Until the hour comes upon me 



and death is the fold. 

When I see how the precious things 

were there to be wasted. 

 

Rain At Night 

 

It could be anybody 

out there, trying the latch, 

trawling through bins, 

calling out names of your ancestors. 

  

You could be anywhere, 

the dark’s cold hands over your eyes, 

asking you to guess who. 

And all you can do is wonder. 

  

The voice of the raindrop, 

in league with the legions of night. 

What it’s telling you. 

What can never be said. 
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